
IA No Opened Incident Type Summary Allegation(s)/Force Type(s) Outcome Discipline Investigative Summary Closed

IA2019-0147 4/4/2019 Internal Complaint It was alleged a Detention Officer failed to make a reasonable decision when she left an inmate 

unobserved in an unsecured area outside the jail facility.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards     

     

Sustained Employee Suspended It was found the Detention Officer failed to make a reasonable decision when she left an inmate 

unobserved in an unsecured area.

8/5/2021

IA2021-0044 1/28/2021 Internal Complaint It was alleged a Sworn Sergeant did not take the appropriate action and respond to a scene 

involving an aggravated assault on a Deputy. It was also alleged the Sergeant did not advise his 

command staff of the incident. Additionally, the two Deputies involved did not take appropriate 

action during the incident.

GB2 - Command Responsibility     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Keeping Supervisors Informed     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards     

Not-Sustained

Sustained

Sustained

Unfounded

Unfounded

Employee Suspended

N/A

N/A

There was insufficient evidence to prove or disprove the Sergeant attempted to respond to the 

initial scene of the aggravated assault on the Deputy.  It was found the Sergeant failed to take 

appropriate action and failed to notify his supervisor of the incident.  Due to the uniqueness and 

the lack of supervision, the allegation of the Deputies failing to take appropriate action was false 

or not supported by fact.

8/5/2021

CI2019-0002 1/24/2019 Critical Incident A critical incident investigation was initiated to review the death of an inmate that occurred at the 

Lower Buckeye Jail Facility.

[No allegations] N/A N/A The investigation found there was no employee involvement in the inmate's death and the 

manner of death was deemed a suicide.

8/6/2021

IA2017-0705 10/2/2017 Internal Complaint It was alleged a Detention Officer accepted and transported a commissary item (honeybun) from 

an inmate to another Officer.  The Officer accepted and consumed the honeybun and then shared 

it with a third Detention Officer.  It was alleged the three Officers involved as well as three 

witnessing Officers failed to report the employee misconduct to their supervisor.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Associations and Fraternization with Inmates or Prisoners     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Individual Responsibility     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Individual Responsibility     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Individual Responsibility     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Individual Responsibility     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Individual Responsibility     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Individual Responsibility     

Sustained

Sustained

Sustained

Sustained

Sustained

Sustained

Not-Sustained

Not-Sustained

Not-Sustained

Not-Sustained

Not-Sustained

Employee Suspended

Previously Resigned/Retired

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

It was found the first Detention Officer violated policy when he obtained a honeybun from and 

inmate for another Officer and failed to report the misconduct to his supervisor.  The other 

Officer violated policy  when he requested the first Officer to get a honeybun from an inmate; 

accepted and consumed the honeybun; and failed to report the misconduct to his supervisor.  

There was insufficient evidence to prove or disprove the third Officer knew the origin of the 

honeybun before consuming it and therefore failed to report the misconduct.  There was also 

insufficient evidence to prove or disprove the other present Officers knew the origin of the 

honeybun and therefore failed to report it as misconduct.

8/6/2021

IA2020-0045 1/28/2020 External Complaint The inmate complainants alleged a Detention Sergeant intentionally looked at them during a strip 

search. 

DH3 - Contraband Control     

DH3 - Contraband Control     

Not-Sustained

Not-Sustained

N/A There was insufficient evidence to prove or disprove the Detention Sergeant intentionally 

viewed the female inmate complainants during a strip search.

8/6/2021

IA2020-0155 4/7/2020 Internal Complaint It was alleged a Detention Officer was sleeping on duty.  Additionally, it was alleged two other 

Officer's on the shift failed to notify their supervisor about the Officer sleeping on duty.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Sleeping On-Duty     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Office Directives     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Individual Responsibility     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Office Directives     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Individual Responsibility     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Office Directives     

Sustained

Sustained

Sustained

Sustained

Not-Sustained

Not-Sustained

Employee Suspended

Employee Suspended

N/A

The first Detention Officer admitted to sleeping on duty and by doing so, failed to complete his 

security walks.  It was found the second Detention Officer failed to notify his supervisor of his 

partner sleeping on duty and failed to ensure the security walks were completed.  Based on the 

third Officer's duty location there was insufficient evidence to prove or disprove he knew the 

first Officer was sleeping, failed to report it and failed to ensure security walks were completed.

8/6/2021

IA2020-0700 12/19/2020 External Complaint The complainants alleged Deputies allowed a "super spreader" parade to take place in a 

neighborhood and did nothing to stop it.  Additionally, she alleged the Deputies permitted the 

parade to happen because the Deputies and the party-goers have the same ethnicity.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards        

CP8 - Preventing Racial and Other Biased Based profiling     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards        

CP8 - Preventing Racial and Other Biased Based profiling     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards        

CP8 - Preventing Racial and Other Biased Based profiling     

Exonerated

Unfounded

Exonerated

Unfounded

Exonerated

Unfounded

N/A

N/A

N/A

It was found the Deputies had no authority to shut down the parade making their actions within 

MCSO policy and procedure.  The allegation of the Deputies making law enforcement decisions 

based on race was false or not supported by fact.

8/6/2021

CI2019-0004 3/12/2019 Critical Incident A critical incident investigation was initiated to review the death of an inmate that occurred at the 

Durango Jail Facility.

[No allegations] N/A N/A The investigation found there was no employee involvement in the inmate's death and the 

manner of death was deemed natural.

8/9/2021

IA2017-0570 8/14/2017 External Complaint The complainant alleged unknown Detention Officers did not take action when her inmate son 

asked to be moved into protective custody.  She also alleged an Unknown Officer witnessed the 

physical and sexual assault of her son and took no action.  Additionally, she alleged another 

Unknown Officer denied her son access to a medical evaluation after he was injured by other 

inmates.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards     

Unfounded

Not-Sustained

Unfounded

N/A

N/A

N/A

It was found the inmate was offered restrictive housing on three separate occasions and denied 

it; the allegation of him requesting to move and Officers not taking action was false or not 

supported by fact.  Due to a lack of surveillance video and inconsistent witness statements, 

there was insufficient evidence an Unknown Detention Officer witnessed the inmate being 

physically and sexually assaulted and took no action.  The investigation found the inmate was 

offered and seen for a medical evaluation regarding the assault on two separate occasions; the 

inmate was offered a third medical evaluation and opted not to receive the evaluation and 

signed a refusal form.  The allegation of an Unknown Officer denying him medical access was 

false or not supported by fact.

8/11/2021

IA2018-0088 2/5/2018 Internal Complaint It was alleged a Detention Officer failed to report he was a suspect in a criminal investigation being 

conducted by the Gilbert Police Department.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Keeping Supervisors Informed     

     

Sustained Previously Resigned/Retired It was found the Detention Officer violated policy when he failed to notify his supervisor he was 

a suspect in an other agency criminal investigation.

8/11/2021

IA2019-0174 4/16/2019 External Complaint The complainant alleged a Detention Officer filed a fictitious report with Surprise Police alleging 

the complainant assaulted her.  Additionally, he alleged the Officer assaulted him when she put 

her hands on him twice.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Established Laws     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor     

Not-Sustained

Not-Sustained

N/A Since the complainant was unwilling to participate in the investigation, there was insufficient 

evidence to prove or disprove what the complainant believed was fictitious in the police report.  

Additionally, because he did want to participate, the investigation could not determine what 

moment the complainant felt assaulted by the Detention Officer.

8/11/2021
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IA2020-0579 10/23/2020 Internal Complaint It was alleged a Detention Officer took MCSO property for his personal and his family's use without 

supervisor permission.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Established Laws     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Established Laws     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Established Laws     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Established Laws     

     

Sustained

Sustained

Sustained

Sustained

Employee Resigned It was found the Detention Officer violated policy when he took items from the jail facility for his 

and his family's personal use.

8/11/2021

IA2021-0307 6/10/2021 Internal Complaint It was alleged the Food Service Worker violated policy when she caused an off-duty accident by 

failing to yield when turning left, failed to stop and remain at the scene of the serious injury 

accident, and failed to render reasonable assistance to the person injured.  It was alleged the Food 

Service Worker was untruthful during her PSB interview.

CP5  - Truthfulness     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Established Laws     

Sustained

Sustained

Previously Resigned/Retired It was found the Food Service Worker failed to conform to established laws when she caused an 

off-duty accident, failed to stop and render reasonable assistance, and failed to remain at the 

scene.  It was also found she was untruthful with PSB investigators during her interview.

8/11/2021

CIA2021-0018 7/26/2021 External Complaint Criminal The complainant alleged a Detention Officer sent sexually explicit photos to his daughter via social 

media.

[No allegations]

     

Unfounded N/A The investigation found the Detention Officer was not the owner of the social media account.  

The case was cleared unfounded.

8/16/2021

CI2019-0019 10/3/2019 Critical Incident A critical incident investigation was initiated to review the death of an inmate that occurred at the 

Estrella Jail Facility.

[No allegations] N/A N/A The investigation found there was no employee involvement in the inmate's death and the 

manner of death was deemed natural.

8/20/2021

IA2017-0711 9/30/2017 External Complaint The anonymous complainant alleged a Deputy used his Office issued vehicle to haul his personally 

owned camping trailer to Texas.

GE4 - Use/Operation of Vehicles     Not-Sustained N/A Due to the leased vehicle contract and policy not addressing employees personally renting 

leased vehicles, there was insufficient evidence to prove or disprove the employee violated 

policy by doing so.

8/20/2021

IA2017-0756 10/16/2017 Internal Complaint It was alleged a Detention Sergeant assigned a Detention Officer to a duty post contrary to his 

approved modified duty status.  It was alleged the Sergeant did not make reasonable 

accommodations for the Detention Officer after he reported an injury.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards        

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards        

Exonerated

Exonerated

N/A It was found the Detention Sergeant was on his days off when the Detention Officer submitted 

his modified duty request paperwork and when he returned, the Officer's status was not 

indicated on the shift schedule.  Due to these factors the Sergeant's actions were proper and 

within policy when assigning him to a duty post.  It was found the Sergeant did make an 

accommodation when he provided a second Officer to help do any physical tasks while working 

that duty post; the Sergeant's actions were within policy and procedure.

8/20/2021

IA2019-0370 7/23/2019 External Complaint The complainant alleged Deputies did not respond nor return the complainant's call as requested 

when he called to report illegal fireworks.  The complainant alleged the lack of response or follow 

up by the Deputy assigned to his call was racially motivated.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards        

CP8 - Preventing Racial and Other Biased Based profiling     

GI1 - Radio Communications     

CP8 - Preventing Racial and Other Biased Based profiling     

   

Exonerated

Unfounded

Sustained

Unfounded

Written Reprimand It was found the Deputy was within MCSO policy and procedure when he responded to the call 

for service.  It was found the Deputy failed to properly monitor his computer to conduct follow-

up with the complainant as requested.  The allegation of the Deputy using race as a factor was 

false or not supported by fact.

8/20/2021

IA2019-0569 11/12/2019 External Complaint The complainant alleged a Detention Officer has been contacting her 16 year old daughter via 

social media and told her to contact him when she turns 18.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor     Not-Sustained N/A Since both the complainant and the principal were unwilling to participate in the investigation, 

there was insufficient evidence to prove or disprove the Officer contacted the complainant's 

daughter and made an unprofessional comment to her.

8/23/2021

CI2019-0013 6/24/2019 Critical Incident A critical incident investigation was initiated to review an incident where an inmate was injured 

due to jumping four fences in an attempt to escape from the Durango Jail.

[No allegations] N/A N/A The investigation found there was no employee involvement in the inmate's escape or injuries. 8/24/2021

CI2019-0022 11/21/2019 Critical Incident A critical incident investigation was initiated to review the birth of an inmate's stillborn baby that 

occurred at the Estrella Jail Facility.

[No allegations] N/A N/A The investigation found there was no employee involvement in the inmate's stillborn birth. 8/24/2021

IA2018-0511 8/8/2018 External Complaint The complainant alleged a Dispatcher was unprofessional and rude toward him. CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor     Unfounded N/A After being interrupted by the complainant, the communications recording revealed the 

Dispatcher was firm but professional in gathering the needed information to assist the caller.  

Therefore, the allegation of rudeness was found to be false or not supported by fact. 

8/24/2021

IA2019-0165 4/11/2019 External Complaint The complainant alleged an Emergency Dispatcher would not help her and was rude during their 

conversation.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor     Unfounded N/A The audio communications recording demonstrated the Dispatcher was courteous and honest 

with the complainant about jurisdiction issues with another agency; the allegation of rudeness 

was false or not supported by fact.  

8/24/2021

IA2019-0468 9/11/2019 External Complaint The complainant alleged a Deputy did not do a thorough accident investigation when he failed to 

interview witnesses.  Additionally, she alleged the Deputy was "cold and uncaring" and would 

interrupt her when she was trying to talk.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards     

Not-Sustained

Unfounded

N/A The investigation determined the Deputy conducted a complete and thorough investigation; the 

allegation was false or not supported by fact.  There was insufficient evidence to prove or 

disprove the Deputy had a cold and uncaring demeanor. 

8/24/2021

IA2020-0433 8/18/2020 External Complaint The complainant alleged a Deputy made a rude comment when she could not recall the 

information he requested.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor     

     

Sustained Written Reprimand It was found the Deputy was unprofessional and violated policy when he made an ill-timed joke 

to the complainant. 

8/24/2021

IA2020-0458 8/28/2020 External Complaint The complainant alleged a Deputy exceeded the speed limit through a residential neighborhood, 

without lights and siren.

GE4 - Use/Operation of Vehicles     Unfounded N/A Witness statements and GPS data indicated the Deputy did not exceed the posted speed finding 

the allegation false or not supported by fact. 

8/26/2021

CI2019-0023 12/12/2019 Critical Incident A critical incident investigation was initiated to review the death of an inmate that occurred at the 

Estrella Jail Facility.

[No allegations] N/A N/A The investigation found there was no employee involvement in the inmate's death and the 

manner of death was deemed an accident.

8/27/2021
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CI2019-0025 12/12/2019 Critical Incident A critical incident investigation was initiated to review the death of an inmate that occurred at the 

Mental Health Unit located in the Lower Buckeye Jail Facility.

[No allegations] N/A N/A The investigation found there was no employee involvement in the inmate's death and the 

manner of death was deemed natural.

8/27/2021

CI2020-0001 1/2/2020 Critical Incident A critical incident investigation was initiated to review the death of an inmate that occurred at the 

Inmate Medical Services Infirmary located at the Lower Buckeye Jail Facility.

[No allegations] N/A N/A The investigation found there was no employee involvement in the inmate's death and the 

manner of death was deemed natural.

8/27/2021

CI2020-0002 1/7/2020 Critical Incident A critical incident investigation was initiated to review the birth of an inmate's stillborn baby that 

occurred at the Valleywise Health Medical Center.

[No allegations] N/A N/A The investigation found there was no employee involvement in the inmate's stillborn birth. 8/27/2021

CI2020-0003 1/13/2020 Critical Incident A critical incident investigation was initiated to review the birth of an inmate's stillborn baby that 

occurred at the Valleywise Health Medical Center.

[No allegations] N/A N/A The investigation found there was no employee involvement in the inmate's stillborn birth. 8/27/2021

CI2020-0004 2/19/2020 Critical Incident A critical incident investigation was initiated to review the death of an inmate that occurred at the 

Towers Jail Facility.

[No allegations] N/A N/A The investigation found there was no employee involvement in the inmate's death and the 

manner of death was deemed natural.

8/27/2021

CI2020-0006 3/19/2020 Critical Incident A critical incident investigation was initiated to review the death of an inmate that occurred at the 

Towers Jail Facility.

[No allegations] N/A N/A The investigation found there was no employee involvement in the inmate's death and the 

manner of death was deemed natural.

8/27/2021

CI2020-0007 3/25/2020 Critical Incident A critical incident investigation was initiated to review the death of an inmate that occurred at the 

Durango Jail Facility.

[No allegations] N/A N/A The investigation found there was no employee involvement in the inmate's death and the 

manner of death was deemed natural.

8/27/2021

CI2020-0008 4/13/2020 Critical Incident A critical incident investigation was initiated to review the death of an inmate that occurred at the 

Hospice of the Valley, Surprise Palliative Care Unit.

[No allegations] N/A N/A The investigation found there was no employee involvement in the inmate's death and the 

manner of death was deemed natural.

8/27/2021

CIA2021-0005 2/23/2021 Internal Complaint Criminal It was alleged a Detention Officer used excessive force by striking an inmate in the face. [No allegations]

     

Exceptionally Cleared N/A Due to the victim declining to aid in prosecution, the case was exceptionally cleared. 8/27/2021

CIA2021-0016 5/17/2021 Internal Complaint Criminal It was alleged a Detention Officer used excessive force on a handcuffed inmate. [No allegations]

     

Exceptionally Cleared N/A The MCAO turned down the case due to no reasonable likelihood of conviction.  The case was 

exceptionally cleared.

8/27/2021

IA2017-0578 8/16/2017 Internal Complaint The complainant alleged a Detention Education Teacher provided her with false information 

regarding allegations of misconduct by a temporary employee.  Additionally, it was alleged the 

Teacher provided this information because he received a Coaching following a disagreement he 

and a temporary employee had.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Rumors or Gossip     

CP5  - Truthfulness     

Not-Sustained

Not-Sustained

N/A Due to the principal not participating in the investigation, there was insufficient evidence to 

prove or disprove he provided false information .  Because he did not participate, there was 

insufficient evidence to prove or disprove his motive for his report of alleged misconduct by the 

temporary employee.

8/27/2021

IA2017-0586 8/22/2017 External Complaint The complainant alleged he was injured when he stepped out of the transport van with leg 

shackles and tripped.  The complainant believes the Detention Officers should have ensured his 

care while in custody.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Treatment of Persons in Custody     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Treatment of Persons in Custody     

Not-Sustained

Not-Sustained

N/A

N/A

Due to a lack of independent witnesses or video, the Detention Officers' claims of the  providing 

verbal warnings of obstacles or attempting to stop the complainant from falling could not be 

substantiated.  There was insufficient evidence to prove or disprove the Officers failed to ensure 

the complainant's safety.

8/27/2021

IA2018-0416 6/27/2018 Internal Complaint The complainant alleged other Detention Officers at the Lower Buckeye Jail made statements that 

belittled and made fun of him. 

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Employee Relationships with other Employees     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Employee Relationships with other Employees     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Employee Relationships with other Employees     

Not-Sustained

Not-Sustained

Not-Sustained

N/A

N/A

N/A

There was insufficient evidence to prove or disprove who made the alleged statements and that 

the statements violated policy.

8/27/2021

IA2019-0374 7/25/2019 Internal Complaint It was alleged two Detention Officers used excessive force while transporting an inmate. CP1-Use of Force        

CP1-Use of Force        

Exonerated

Exonerated

N/A

N/A

Based on the video and witness statements, the investigation found the force used by Detention 

Officers was appropriate and within MCSO policy and procedure.

8/27/2021

IA2019-0438 8/26/2019 External Complaint The complainant alleged a Detention Officer refused to contact medical when his fiance, an 

inmate, informed him she had a seizure.  Additionally, he alleged the Officer issued her a 

Disciplinary Action Report (DAR) for refusing to go to court, when she did not refuse.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Treatment of Persons in Custody     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards     

Not-Sustained

Not-Sustained

N/A Due to conflicting statements, there was insufficient evidence to prove or disprove the inmate 

notified the Detention Officer and the Officer refused to contact medical.  Additionally, there 

was insufficient evidence to prove or disprove the inmate refused to go to court and the Officer 

inappropriately issued a DAR.

8/27/2021

IA2019-0480 9/19/2019 External Complaint The complainant alleged Unknown Officers humiliated her daughter while in custody and made 

unprofessional comments.  Additionally, she alleged an Unknown Officer "grabbed" her daughter 

by the handcuffs and "threw her to the ground."

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor     

CP1-Use of Force     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor     

Unfounded

Unfounded

Unfounded

N/A

N/A

Due to the inmate complainant reporting the allegations were toward the arresting agency and 

not MCSO Detention Officers, the allegations of MCSO employee misconduct were false or not 

supported by fact.

27-Aug-21
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IA2020-0083 2/20/2020 External Complaint The complainant alleged a Sworn Captain was driving an unmarked vehicle with disregard for 

traffic laws. 

GE4 - Use/Operation of Vehicles     Not-Sustained N/A After reviewing GPS data and video footage, it could not be determined if the vehicle exceeded 

posted speed limits.  Therefore, there was insufficient evidence to prove or disprove the 

allegation.

8/27/2021

IA2020-0470 9/3/2020 External Complaint A Gilbert PD Sergeant alleged a Deputy failed to conform to established laws by stalking and 

harassing his wife and a Tempe Police Officer.  It was alleged the Deputy was arrested and booked 

for the criminal charges, bringing the Office into disrepute.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Established Laws     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Established Laws     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Established Laws     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor     

    

Sustained

Sustained

Sustained

Sustained

Employee Resigned It was found the Deputy failed to conform to established laws.  It was also found the Deputy's 

actions were unprofessional and brought disrepute to the Maricopa County Sheriff's Office.

27-Aug-21

IA2017-0675 9/21/2017 External Complaint The complainant alleged a Sworn Sergeant and Deputy did not generate a collision report of her 

vehicle accident.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards     

Not-Sustained

Not-Sustained

N/A

N/A

After reviewing Office policy and standard operating procedures, there was insufficient evidence 

to prove or disprove the Sergeant and Deputy knowingly violated policy in not filing a collision 

report. 

8/30/2021

IA2017-0860 11/30/2017 External Complaint The complainant alleged a Detention Officer used excessive force and used profane language 

toward him.  It was also alleged the Officer opened the cell door of a non-compliant inmate while a 

CHS nurse was in the housing unit.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards        

CP1-Use of Force        

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unbecoming Conduct and Public Demeanor     

Exonerated

Exonerated

Not-Sustained

N/A The force used by the Detention Officer was found to have been within MCSO policy and 

procedure.  Due to the lack of audio in the surveillance video and potential witnesses refusing to 

participate, there was insufficient evidence to prove or disprove the Officer used profanity 

toward the inmate.  The action of the Officer opening the cell was reasonable and within MCSO 

policy and procedure.

30-Aug-21

IA2018-0459 7/16/2018 External Complaint The complainant alleged a Detention Officer provided false information which resulted in the 

issuance of a mental health order.  It was also alleged the Detention Officer was present for the 

mental health pick up in her Maricopa County Sheriff's Office uniform.  Additionally, it was alleged 

the Officer did not keep her supervisors informed after having off duty police contact.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unethical Conduct     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Keeping Supervisors Informed     

Not-Sustained

Not-Sustained

Not-Sustained

N/A Due to the principal employee not participating in the investigation, there was insufficient 

evidence to prove or disprove the Detention Officer made false statements to Phoenix Police 

Officers and failed to notify her supervisors of the incident.  There was also insufficient evidence 

to prove or disprove the Officer knew when Phoenix Officers would be conducting a welfare 

check and therefore purposely wore her uniform.

8/30/2021

IA2019-0323 6/26/2019 External Complaint The complainant alleged a sworn Sergeant and Lieutenant interfered with an investigation.  She 

also alleged one Deputy violated policy and law regarding a search warrant for her phone; the 

phone's chain of custody; and utilizing his county vehicle to unsafely transport his children.  She 

also alleged a second Deputy issued a search warrant and delayed filing charges for unethical 

reasons.  She alleged a third Deputy attempted to intimidate her husband.  Additionally, she 

alleged a second Sergeant inappropriately assigned the case agent and alleged a Detention Officer 

influenced her husband's treatment while in custody.  Lastly, she alleged the following misconduct 

by unidentified personnel: excessive show of force when executing a search warrant; edited or 

removed parts of her husband's criminal interview; illegally accessed data on her phone; refused to 

make housing accommodations for her husband while in custody; intentionally delayed her 

husband's release; did not reimburse her for damage due to the search warrant; and manipulated 

the content and data found on her phone.

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unethical Conduct     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unethical Conduct     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Established Laws     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Failure to Meet Standards     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Established Laws     

GE4 - Use/Operation of Vehicles     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unethical Conduct     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Interference with Official Investigations     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Interference with Official Investigations     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unethical Conduct     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unethical Conduct     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Office Directives     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unethical Conduct     

GJ3 - Search and Seizure     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unethical Conduct     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Office Directives     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Conformance to Office Directives     

CP2 - Code of Conduct - Unethical Conduct     

Unfounded

Unfounded

Not-Sustained

Unfounded

Unfounded

Not-Sustained

Not-Sustained

Unfounded

Unfounded

Unfounded

Unfounded

Unfounded

Unfounded

Unfounded

Not-Sustained

Not-Sustained

Not-Sustained

Not-Sustained

Not-Sustained

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

The allegation of investigative interference by the Sergeant and Lieutenant was false or not 

supported by fact.  The allegations of the first Deputy violating policy and law regarding a search 

warrant and her phone’s chain of custody were false or not support by fact.  The was insufficient 

evidence to prove or disprove the first Deputy violated policy and law reference the date on the 

search warrant and unsafely transporting his children in his county vehicle.  The allegations of 

unethical conduct against the second Deputy reference a search warrant and filing charges were 

false or not supported by fact.  The allegation of intimidation by the third Deputy was false or 

not supported by fact.  The allegation of the second Sergeant inappropriately assigning a case 

agent was false or not supported by fact.  The allegation of the Detention Officer influencing the 

mistreatment of her husband was false or not supported by fact.  The allegations of excessive 

show of force and illegal access of her phone data by unidentified MCSO personnel were false or 

not supported by fact.  There was insufficient evidence to prove or disprove the following 

allegations: refusing to make housing accommodations for her husband while in custody; 

intentionally delaying her husband’s release; not reimbursing her for damage; and manipulating 

the content and data found on her phone.

8/30/2021

IA2019-0615 12/16/2019 External Complaint The complainant alleged a Detention Officer broke her son's wrist while breaking up an altercation 

between inmates. 

CP1-Use of Force     Unfounded N/A Due to the inmate complainant reporting the allegations were toward the arresting agency and 

not MCSO Detention Officers, the allegations of MCSO employee misconduct were false or not 

supported by fact.

8/30/2021

IA2021-0077 2/15/2021 Internal Complaint It was alleged a Detention Officer was untruthful to his supervisor when he called out sick on 

several occasions when he was not actually sick or tending to a sick family member.  It was also 

alleged the Officer logged sick time on his timesheet when he was not really sick or tending to a 

sick family member.

CP5  - Truthfulness     

GC8 - Compensation and the ADP System     

CP5  - Truthfulness     

     

Sustained

Sustained

Sustained

Previously Resigned/Retired The Detention Officer admitted to intentionally deceiving his supervisor.  It was also found the 

Officer was intentionally untruthful when he entered sick time on his timesheet when he was 

not really sick or tending to a sick family member.

8/31/2021
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